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mass is zero. This distribution must have both positive and negative electricity on the surface, but this has just been proved to be impossible.
382. Elliptic Disc. To deduce the distribution of electricity on an insulated elliptic conducting disc from that on an ellipsoid we put c = 0. Then
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The surface density p at any point (oc, y) of the disc is then given b                   =   Mp   =   M __ 1 _
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where M is the whole charge on the disc.    This value of p gives the surface density on either side.
The internal potential due to the electricity on both sides is
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where the limits are r = 0 to l/q and 6 = 0 to STT.    Effecting the integration with regard to r and writing 0 = JTT — 0, we find
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For a circular disc we have, if p be the surface density at any distance r from the centre,
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The capacity Jkf/Fis therefore 2a/7r.
383.   The quantity of electricity on any elementary area dxdy of the disc is
-A — T -jn - sr-^r — oTTo-v . If then two elliptic discs (say an ellipse and its auxiliary 4:irab ^/(l-x2/a2-y2IW)                             *              ^                r
circle) have equal charges, the quantities of electricity on corresponding elements are also equal, for in these elements x\a—x'\a' <fec., dxja=dx'/a' <&c. The quantities on any corresponding finite areas are therefore also equal. This result follows at once from Art. 377.
384. The potential V of the elliptic conductor at an external point P follows from the result stated for an ellipsoid in Art. 379. Let the confocal on which P is situated cut the axis of the disc in C, Cf and let its semi-axes be a! , bf, c'. We find after putting o = 0, X = p? and //, = b tan 0,
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